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AWARDS-1959
To encourage creative writing on campus, and to honor faculty members who have given long service and made contributions in a specific
field, the EXPERIMENTALIST offers awards in the fields of criticism,
poetry, play-writing and fiction. This year a special award has been established to recognize those areas of writing for which no orevious awards
have been offered and to recognize those who have encouraged good writing on campus. Again this year, judges off-campus were asked to select the
award-winning manuscripts.
The William T. Beauchamp Literary Award is established to honor
the late Dr. Beauchamp who came to Geneseo in 1948. He had received
his Ph.B. at the University of Chicago, his M.A. at Hanard University
and his Ph.D. at Columbia University. Dr. Beauchamp was a member of
the English Department until his death on November 12, 1958. During
his years here Dr. Beauchamp instilled in his students a love of scholarship, particularly in the study of Shakespeare. All who knew him felt his
friendship and instruction were a rare privilege.
The EXPERIMENTALIST is presenting a William T. Beauchamp
Literary Award to Dr . .John T. McKiernan. Dr. McKiernan, as chairman
of the English Department, has ever advocated high standards for written
work and developed increased respect for good literature; these principles
have greatly elevated the quality of critical and creative writing at Geneseo.
To Elizabeth Scott Parsons, is awarded a William T. Beauchamp Literary Award in tribute and gratitude for her work in establishing procedures for the EXPERIMENTALIST; Mrs. Parsons, while editor of the
magazine, formulated style sheets and the editorial processes which have
greatly simplified the publication of the EXPERIMENTALIST.
The winner of the Mary A. Thomas Award for Poetry was selected
by Rev. Robert H . Flood, C.S.B., Library and English Department, St.
John Fisher College, Rochester, New York. He selected "Vincent In The
Mines" by Bruce Sweet to receive the award for 1959.
Other off-campus judges were Professor Melvin Bernstein, Alfred
University, who considered manuscripts for the John H. Parry Award in
Criticism; Professor Donald Petersen, State University Teachers College,
Oneonta, who considered short stories for the Lucy Harmon Award in
Fiction; and Professor J. Stephen Sherwin, State University College for
Teachers, Buffalo, who considered special manuscripts for the William T.
Beauchamp Literary Award. No manuscripts were submitted for the C.
Agnes Rigney Award in Playwriting.
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During the college year a group of students has met weekly to consider and discuss manuscripts submitted to the EXPERIMENTALIST;
authors were invited·to attend anonymously or were informed of the
group's opinions and suggestions. This discussion group has been a valuable experience for all who participated and the EXPERIMENTALIST
extends a sincere invitation to those of you who would enjoy working with
us next year.
May we suggest that some of your vacation time be applied to polishing that poem or completing that short story you have neglected due to the
pressure of campus commitments. Manuscripts submitted early can be
considered with unhurried attention by the discussion group beginning
early in October.
The discussion group, with its advisor, Dr. Hans Gottschalk, included the editorial staff and, at various times, Susan Blachinski, Richard
Hilts, Joseph Just, Karen Kahkonen, Carol Lasher, Georgia McClure,
Mary Pavlik, Malcolm Picard, and Kathryn Timperly.

SANSMERCI
by Bruce A. Sweet

There the old man thinks on 1
Let the old man sig
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Let the old man die

SELF RESIGNATIOl
by Richard Hilts

Where go we mortals
Bearing these sinewy rest
Are we the masters
Or are we foolish, would

One road is common to :
To live is to die.
Life is ever a conscious d1
Death a subconscious eye
Ever watching.
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SANSMERCI
by Bruce A. Sweet

There the old man thinks on his world;
Let the old man sigh.
For the old man longs for lost love.
Let the old man cry.
Only mist if left of his world.
Let the old man die.

SELF RESIGNATION
by Richard Hilts

Where go we mortals
Bearing these sinewy restraints?
Are we the masters
Or are we foolish, would-be saints?
One road is common to all;
To live is to die.
Life is ever a conscious death,
Death a subconscious eye . . .
Ever watching.

M T. BEAUCHAMP
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RENDEVOUS
bY. Robert Prouty

He sat quietly in the sun, moving to drink occasionally from a tall
stein of beer that be carefully replaced in the exact center of the s~all
table after each drink. His suit was too heavy for the warm Bavanan
sunshine. Long since he had removed his coat and tossed it over the
empty chair across tbe' table from him. His white shirt, wilted a bit, still
retained the dignity in keeping with the price it had brought at one of the
better haberdasheries in New York, its starched cuffs holding proudly to
their gold-filled links.
To a casual observer it would have seemed that here was a tourist,
interested in relaxation and sunshine only.
But on closer examination, it would have been apparent that more
than the promise of fresh air and tanned skin had brought ~s man to the
small pension high in the Bavarian . Alps. Altboug~ his post~re a~d
manner were indicative of complete mdifference to his surroundmgs, m
time one would note an unusual concentration on the trail leading up from
the valley.
Presently, a girl appeared on the trail, sm~ll ~the distance but growing steadily as she climbed through th~ mountam pmes.
.
. .
After a time, the man turned his gaze from the trail, reachmg mto
his pocket for cigarettes and. matches, lightin~ a cigarette, sipping dis~ter
estedly from his beer, forgettmg completely hts former watch of the trail.
When the girl reached the steps leading up to the garden of the
Gasthaus, she paused, searching the scattered tab~es quickly with her eyes
as an animal stops to sniff for danger before entenng a strange .wo?d·
Satisfied, she ran lightly up the steps and walked unhesttatmgly between the tables to the man seated alone.
Only when she had reached his side ~nd stood looking d<;>wn at ~
did he lift his head. Silently he rose, movmg to place her cbatr, standing
until she was seated beside him, then resuming his own seat.
It was he who spoke first. "I am very sorry, Toni. There is probably a better way to do this, but I was .never clever ~t this sort of .thin.g."
His voice, low and steady, showed nothing of the feeling that was m him.
Calmly, almost coldly, she answered him. "There is never a really
good way for these things. It is just that they must be done, and even
when they are very bad, you do them. It is part of being you, I believe,
doing something even though it must hurt you."
"You don't understand, even now, do you?" There was a new tone
in his voice now, a note of sadness.
Bitterly she said, "What is done is done, Ed. The reason doesn't
.
.
matter. Nothing can change now."
.
She is beautiful, he thought. My God, she IS beautiful. Perhaps if
I bad known how verv lovely she has become- No! It was because of
her that Murdock died, and Kennit won't ever walk again. She is as
poisonous and brutal as she is lovely. To hell with what we had.
"I love you" she said.
Quickly, bef~re he could answer, she continued. "It has nothing. to
do with what is going to happen, or the fact that you and I have nothing
now to think of but why we are here. And it is something I can say to you
8
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only because there is no possibility that telling you will affect what you will
do about this that is between us."
"Maybe I love you for that, too Ed - for being honest in all things,
even in this." Her voice, softening as she spoke, was deep and warm. For
an instant she stopped, reaching out to take his hand.
"Now do it, Ed, and do not ever think of this day. Remember the
long hours in the sun and snow at Krenzeck and the warm moonlight
nights in Paris when we had no world to carry, but only our hearts, touching it seemed in our love."
The lean man started to speak, stopped, began again.
"I am an agent of the United States Government, assigned to arrest
you for the theft of military secrets and for the murder of a Military Intellegence agent. It is my duty to warn you that any statements you make
may be used as evidence against you."
He paused, then went on, his voice husky with emotion. "And if
there is an hour that you are not with me, a song that doesn't remind me of
you, a day that I do not hate because it is not ours together, then it will
be because I can no longer think or feel or remember anything."
A smile turned her full red mouth upwards. "Would you trust me to
go the ladies' room, Ed? As you trusted me to meet you here?"
Touching her hand, he said, "It IS not within you to lie, Toni - not
to me. I'll wait here for you."
Leaning over the table she kissed him lightly, then walked toward the
low building across the garden.
Ed watched her, his face drawn into sad lines. It had been very
good, the thing that had been between them.
As she went into the building, he reached for his stein, raising it to his
lips.
The shot missed him by ten feet, embedding in the flower bed to his
right. One of the two men who had been seated near the door of the
pension had been a second quicker, firing from under his table at the small
figure in the doorway.
Ed was across the garden, moving with a speed almost unbelievable
in such a large man. His hand knocked the gun from Toni's hand, his arm
sweeping behind her as she swayed slightly.
Cradling her in his arms like a child, he carried her into the pension,
placing her gently on a long bench by the wall. Outside, the two men,
grim-faced and making no effort to conceal their weapons, were quieting
the other guests in voices heavy with authority.
Ignoring all but the girl, Ed moved his hands swiftly, cursing as he
trembled, searching for the wound. When he found it, his shoulders sagged, a weariness coming into his body.
Her face damp with perspiration, the girl spoke, her voice so weak
that Ed had to place his ear close to her lips to understand.
"You are better than was Murdock, Ed. It is good, for only one of
us could win and it is you that I love, more even than myself." Straining
to speak now, she forced each word through lips already cooling with death.
Ed touched her hand, gentle in his wordless apology. "A doctor is on
his way, Toni. You will ... "
"Don't lie to me, Ed. I have only a few moments more to be with
you. Let me look at you and ....."
Her voice died, her head rolling slightly.
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Sudden panic clutched Ed. Desperately he touched her cheek, turning her to face him again. "Toni! Toni, wait!"
For a moment her eyes came open, her lips forming soundlessly the
words, "16ss me . . . ."
Ed bent low, touching his lips to hers, holding her even when she was
dead as though by his touch he could give her life again.
Finally, he stood up, covering her with a table-cloth, straightening her
arms, pushing a curl back from her forehead.
The
When he returned to the men outside, they turned to him.
younger of them asked eagerly, "Did she give you any names, Mr. Belfast?"
Without answering, Ed pushed past the youngster, walking to the
table where they had sat together. Her cigarette, forgotten as she had excused herself, lay burning in the cheap metal ashtray.
Her scarf was tossed over his Jacket on the chair. He reached out,
touching the scarf, then picking it up and holding it to his face. Her perfume was on it, and a fine thread of blonde hair shone in the sunlight as
he held the scarf close.
The young man walked to him, putting his hand on Ed's shoulder.
"Did she say anything to help us get the others, Mr. Belfast? Before she
died, did she talk?"
Slowly, Ed turned to face the boy. "Yes, she talked."
"Well hadn't we better get on it? What did she say?"
Ed gazed at the boy, knowing that he was alive because of this boy's
skill, trying not to hate him for being so good with a gun.
Without answering, he turned away, crossing the garden and walking slowly down the trail, a tall man, shoulders bent, one big hand holding
a square of crumpled silk.
The young man rejoined his companion who stood beside the steps
looking down at Ed on the trail below.
"What do you suppose is wrong with Belfast?", he asked. "He acts
like a man in a fog!"
The partner, remembering the days in '45 when fighting a man was
clean and open and something you could talk about if you wished, looked
pityingly at the boy beside him.
"He's got a heart kid, right where you carry your gun. And he's remembering things now that you'll never have."
The boy shrugged impatiently. "We've got a job to do. This is the
time to ... "
Softly, too softly, the older man interrupted. "Shut up, kid! Just shut
up."

I FEEL AS A MAN WITH A TORTURED SOUL
John I. Carney, Jr.
I feel as a man with a tortured soul,
But I do not know my soul.
I live in a cell of pain,
But I cannot strike out at the walls,
For there are noneOnly in my mind.
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TWO NOVELS BY FAU
by Eugene Healy

HATCHING A HORSE
retold by Mary Pavlik

Ivan, a very clever, shrewd man was carrying a watermelon home
one day when he saw Sergei.
Now Sergei had never seen a watermelon so he inquired, "What do
you have there, Ivan?"
'A horse's egg", replied Ivan.
"And what will come from such a big egg?" asked Sergei in astonishment.
"Well naturally, a baby horse", Ivan replied scornfully.
"And how will it come about?" Sergei wanted to know.
"You must have your wife keep it warm· for a month, but not too
warm, and it must never get cold", said Ivan.
"Will you sell it? How much do you want for it?" Sergei eagerly inquired as he opened his purse.
"Five rubles", said Ivan craftily eyeing the money.
So Sergei bought the watermelon, and brought it home to his wife,
giving her strict instructions to keep it warm. His wife put it in a warm
place, and covered it with a woolen shawl.
Soon the watermelon began to get yellow and rotten. His wife scolded him saying, "You've been duped! The egg is getting rotten. Nothing
will ever hatch from it."
The next time Sergei saw Ivan he rebuked him saying, "You cheated
me! The egg you sold me is getting rotten! No horse will ever hatch
from it!"
Ivan merely shrugged his shoulders, and walked away muttering that
Sergei probably had not followed his instructions carefully.
Sergei went home and taking the watermelon, he hurled it into a
clump of bushes, smashing it into pieces. Just then a rabbit leaped out and
started running away.
Sergei suddenly saw the rabbit and yelled after it, "Horsie, horsie,
don't run away! Come back, I am your father! Come back, I did not
mean to harm you!" But the rabbit was gone.
When Sergei saw Ivan the next day, he put his arm around Ivan's
shoulder and said, "Forgive me Ivan, for doubting you. You were right.
If my wife had only kept the egg warm for one more day, the egg would
have hatched; but she made me throw it away, and as I threw the egg
and broke it, the little horse leaped out and ran away from me in fear."
12
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TWO NOVELS BY FAULKNER
by Eugene Healy
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William Faulkner is the author of two novels which have the same
theme, but which differ considerably as far as the author's technique is
concerned. THE SOUND AND THE FURY, written in 1929, was followed a year later by AS I LAY DYING. It would seem at first glance
that Faulkner, not satisfied with his treatment of the material in the former
work, resorted to a different method in the latter and effected an improvement. But THE SOUND AND THE FURY is gathering more acclaim
from the critics and seems to be the better of the two novels. Did Faulkner
attempt to find a better method for his theme and fail, or did he deliberately resort to some other way because of other considerations? A comparison
of the two works reveals the answer.
Faulkner is a native of the American South. It is not surprising that
most of his fiction is concerned with life there, and as most authors do
these days, he takes a pessimistic view of things. THE SOUND and
DYING give us insight into the lives of two very degenerate Southern
families, the Compsons and the Bundrens. Hypocrisy, immorality, stupidity
and bigotry ran rampant among them, as Faulkner believes it does in the
South. The theme of these novels amounts to an exposure of this deplorable state through acquaintance with various members of these unfortunate clans.
Several aspects of the technique used in each book are identical. The
author uses "stream-of-consciousness" to take us inside the minds of the
characters in all cases except one, that of the maid, Dilsey, in THE
SOUND. (Here we are also given an omniscient prologue to expose much
of the family history.) Through the eyes of the assorted family members,
and through their thought processes, we learn not only what each member
is like, but how he is able to cope with his world, what he thinks of the
others, and how others treat him. Each chapter is devoted to one personone period in the life of that person.
On the other hand, there are several marked differences in Faulkner's
handling of these chapters. THE SOUND is divided into five parts; the
previously mentioned prolo~ue, and one chapter each devoted to three
Compsons and the maid, Dilsey. Each of the chapters has as its title the
date on which this monologue was supposed to have taken place. What
takes place in the way of action is relatively trivial but because of what the
characters recall to mind, we get a good picture of the family history and
background. But DYING is divided into a great many chapters, some
long and some as short as one sentence "My mother is a fish." Each is entitled with the name of the character whose mind we are "using" at that
point. Some characters, such as Darl (who is the principle one), come as
often as eighteen times and others, less important, such as neighbors of the
Bundrens, show up only once. Here the family history is secondary to what
takes place in the course of the novel, which covers several days' time. As
the plot progresses the reader must constantly transfer from one person's
mind to another. The emphasis is on the effect of the actions of each character on the others, rather than on what each remembers about the family's
_
past history.
The rambling prologue of THE SOUND AND THE FURY was
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probably added by Faulkner when it became evident that he could not present enough of the history of the Compson family to make a well-rounded
~tory by working through the minds of the protagonists. The first of these
IS a mor~ na.med Benjy, a?d the reader finds it difficult to comprehend
some of his mixed-up ramblmgs, parts of which make sense in the light of
the prologue,. and other parts which are not intelligible. The next chapter
concerns BenJy's brother Quentin, who is very intelligent, sensitive and educated, but morally weak and neurotic. His chapter is dated some eighteen
years before that of Benjy's and we know from the prologue that he committed suicide after an incestuous incident with his sister, who married and
caused his despair.' Then we meet Jason, who is better adjusted to life than
the others, but who is cruel and sardonic. Finally, when the picture begins
to shape up and is no longer full of snags, we meet Delsey, who holds the
family together by her stem will and who is the person most worthy of our
respect. The chapters devoted to the last two people are iri the same week
of tinJe as Benjy's day. What takes place is not of very great importance,
but remembrance of past events reveals the incest, suicide, a theft of money
from Jason by the sister, disposal of the family estate (once quiet considerable) and similar evil actions which illustrate the family degradation.
The Bundren family of AS I LAY DYING is also in a bad way, but
Faulkner makes use of a single incident, the death and "funeral" of Addie
the mother, to show how the numerous members act. The whole thing takes
pla~e under varying c<;>nditi~ns aJ?-d over the span of several days, during
which each character IS haVIng his own effect on events. The mother dies
~nd is coffined, the insane youngest son Vardiman grieves, the father enlists the help of the whole family and some neighbors in trying to move
the disintegrating corpse to a distant graveyard through a rainstorm and
flash flo.od be~ause Ad~ie as~ed for this; meanwhile subjecting said corpse
to a senes of rndecencies which result purely from his obstinate blockheadedness. The reader is treated to a steadily mounting number of horrors
as poor Addie gets lugged around and finally cremated in a barn fire. The
finale sees Darl become insane, and with good reason.
The difference in technique applied to each of the two novels is the
result of having to deal with two differences in the material. THE
SOUND is a story of background and a comparison of the past with the
~resent.. It r~volves around comparatively few people. But DYING is
filled With actwn and many people. It is necessary to switch back and forth
rapidly from person to person in the latter to keep abreast of developments
but in :rHE SOUND this technique would only break up the mood of
each chapter and make the confused picture even more puzzling. AS I
LAY DYING is like a clever mosaic, which becomes a complete work as
the pieces are fitted, one by one. THE SOUND AND THE FURY
J?ake~ a witches brew, blend of a few basic ingredients, but does not mix
till strrred thoroughly. It is these fundamental differences in the material
he worked with that compelled Faulkner, a good craftsman to treat each
story in its o_wn way. Variati~ns in .the ~lot and characters ~ecessitate appro~c~es which, ~hough seemmgly Identical, actually have considerable
vanatwn of certam parts. THE SOUND is a better work because the
Coml?sons, onc.e ~eat ~nd admirable people, could have stayed that way
but did not. This IS tragic. The Bundrens are only repulsive. They have always been so and, we feel, always will be. Tragedy arouses mixed emotions
but repulsion is all by itself.
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MATURATION
by Karen Kahkonen

White wisps of mist wafted Ia:
'Cross giant ferns, swaying slc
Murky sunlight filtered throu!
To thick, pale moss below;
Giant forms glided, indistinct
To stagnant, oily ponds;
Great herbivores feasted judi<
On huge ferns' waving fronds.
A thundering roar split open
Making even the fog recoil;
A huge ship settled unsteadily
On the swampy, treacherous s<
Cautiously, metal clad figures
The slow-moving, primitive laJ
Tentative markers were set her
Things were changed under hu
Buildings and roads soon capp
Bridges forded the spaces beh
Children played in the primeva
And fields, now weeded and c
Small, amphibious natives wer1
Arts of which they had never <
Their once dull, lifeless eyes ~
And with new-born intelligenc1
Commerce soon plied constan1
'Tween native swamps and alie
Great fields of concrete for shi]
Replaced the rolling downs;
New concepts, abilities, merge1
Till the primitive ways were gc
Then a new world joined the S
The Venus Republic was born.
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MATURATION
by Karen Kahkonen

White wisps of mist wafted lazily
'Cross giant ferns, swaying slow;
Murky sunlight filtered through
To thick, pale moss below;
Giant forms glided, indistinct,
To stagnant, oily ponds;
Great herbivores feasted judiciously
On huge ferns' waving fronds.
A thundering roar split open the sky,
Making even the fog recoil;
A huge ship settled unsteadily
On the swampy, treacherous soil;
Cautiously, metal clad figures explored
The slow-moving, primitive lands;
Tentative markers were set here and thereThings were changed under human hands.
Buildings and roads soon capped every hill,
Bridges forded the spaces between;
Children played in the primeval swamps
And fields, now weeded and clean;
Small, amphibious natives were taught
Arts of which they had never dreamedTheir once dull, lifeless eyes were kindled,
And with new-born intelligence gleamed.
Commerce soon plied constantly
'Tween native swamps and alien towns,
Great fields of concrete for ships to land
Replaced the rolling downs;
New concepts, abilities, merged with the old,
Till the prinlitive ways were gone;
Then a new world joined the Solar roll callThe Venus Republic was born.

LONELY SENTINEL
by Judy VerPlank

Alone it guards the quiet hill
And stands the season's mood,
Through torrents and the burning heat
Its fate it can't elude.
A lonely sentinel it stands
Its arms raised up to praise,
So tall and straight yet rich with age
On it I fix my gaze.
Its bark has many battle scars
And twisted limbs show years of woe
As it has fought for light and life
Amid rich grass and cold, deep snow.
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VINCENT IN THE MINES
by Bruce A. Sweet

Run from books, white eolian, and the cross
And breathe coal dust until your soul is black.
Try to tell them of the grace of God:
Stammer, mumble, hammer, crumble
From the Pulpit, as they watch you
In their grey clothes and grey skins.

l
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DIALOGUE
by John J. Carney, Jr.
He heard the quick quiet steps of peath approaching behind him and
then felt his presence quietly standing. He did not tum. He was not
afraid of facing death but for the present he had no intention of doing so.
"You startle me when you present yourself so."
He could feel the friendly smile of Death as he listened to the answer
even though he could not see it.
"The only time a human can feel God by virtue of an act. All
humans can summon me even as He does."
"I didn't realize I had summoned you. I'm glad this doesn't happen
too often. I should begin to worry about myself.''
Death chuckled and answered good naturedly.
"If you were not so often worrying about yourself,_ we would ~ot
have these little chats. I thought perhaps you were tired of shanng
this sty with your fellow sufferers and wished me to take you to God."
"I can communicate with God anytime I desire. If I were to go
with you now, the journey might take me to another destination."
Death answered slowly and meaningfully.
"You are the better judge of this than I."
He pondered this but did not answer for a monment. He heard a
click behind him and for a moment the soft glow of a lighter <;liffused outwardly, and presently lethargic wisps of cigarette smoke reached their
feeble tentacles around him. He reached into his shirt pocket, withdrew
a single cigarette, and his lighter. He inhaled deeply and let the smoke
escape slowly.
"If I were completely sure, I would either go with you now, or be
terribly afraid."
. .
"Do you expect in time to be completely sure of your destmatwn
when finally you journey with me?"
He paused. Not to decide his answer, which he knew well, but because he was not satisfied with it and knew he could never be.
"No."
"There have been times in the past when my presence has not only
.
startled you but made you afraid."
"I have seen you standing over the motionless human forms of my
friends and others. It comes as a shock. Immediately a person considers
his own ultimate trip with you, and without previously considered which
road you might choose to take him upon, it's natural to ·consider the worst
and be afraid."
"You force me to repeat myself. I do not choose the road. Why
should a man be afraid of his own choice?"
He paused again. This time to think of a simple analogy.
"Often at a crossroads a man without true direction chooses one or
the other road without consideration mainly because of the surface appearance. He becomes afraid, if he glimpses the shadowy end of that road,
that he might be attacked by thieves or pestilence, and he remains afraid
unless he can satisfy himself that the more obscure signs justify his following the road. If he has made a mistake and realizes it in time, he can tum
back- choose more carefully."
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Death thought a moment, then spoke.
"That's reasonable, yes, ihat's good, but many people become terrified
at my approach even though they know full well they have chosen your
pestilence-ridden trail. They have laughed at pestilence and thieves - until they finally come face to face with me. How do you explain this?"
"It is a terrible thing to lose God. Many never realize what God
means to them until they stand before you, and in the momeQt of realization
it's too late."
Death spoke with a certain air of anticipatory pride.
"Do you say I make this realization possible?"
"Yes, in a sense. The reason I will never truly be able to trust you
on our coming voyage, friend, is because God speaks to me in perfect
truth while I must interpret as an imperfect mortal. But when man finally faces you, in that instant, he can grasp the complete truth because he is
irrevocably immortal."
Death laughed out loud in appreciation .. - and then sobered and
spoke reflectively.
"I'm glad I don't have to trouble myself with such thoughts-Well,
enough."
He felt a stir and heard a sigh, then Death continued.
"Even if I am not required to think, I am required to complete certain
tasks. It's been very pleasant, but I have a great deal of business that
needs attending to. Till our next meeting then."
Death's cigarette arched out into space and the small bright coal fell
down, down, down until squelched by the dark waters below. He flipped
his cigarette and it followed the long arc of its predecessor to the grave.
He turned from the railing and viewed the quiet empty bridge for a
moment. Then he struck out quickly for the sleeping city.
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The world so silent greeted dawn anew,
As music sifted through the trees of green,
And naught but robins joined the lovely scene,
Who chirped approval of the pleasant view.
The breezes, soft with mist, washed each bud clean,
And everything was strange, as though first seen,
Beneath that sky of mystic greyish-blue.
But sweet beginnings fade, the end draws near,
As from the spot where daytime meets the night,
A remnant burst of color shines its light
To slash horizons sharply like a spear.
Though, there is beauty bright in life new born,
There is also great beauty in that worn.
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THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF SEAN O'CASEY
by Jean Delfs
The volumes of Sean O'Casey's autobiography are not widely read
or commented upon, yet they offer much of worth to a variety of readers.
They include the background of O'Casey's plays, reminiscences-often in
the "stream of consciousness" style-about his youth, the philosophy of
an author, and some. of the most beautiful prose ever written.
Those who are interested in drama, and especially in the Irish drama,
will find the autobiography invaluable as resource and background material. O'Casey writes of his personal experiences in writing and producing his own plays. He describes the sometimes stormy, but always interesting, meetings with Yates, A. E., and Lady Gregory, and in one of the most
fascinating passages, he recounts the story of the famous mob scene in the
Abbey Theater:
Barry Fitzgerald became a genuine Fluther Good,
and fought as Fluther himself would fight . . .
Yeats, as mad as the maddest there, pranced on
the stage ... as he conjured up a vision for
them of O'Casey on a cloud, with Fluther on his
right hand and Rosie Redmond on his left . . .
The background of his own plays can be followed throughout the
books, since the O'Casey plays come directly from his own experiences.
The reader who is familiar with RED ROSES FOR ME will receive a slight
shock when he reads the description of the O'Casey livingroom, for it is
in almost the same words as the first scene setting of the play. Friends and
acquaintances of the O'Casey family will be recognized as characters
from JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK, SHADOW OF A GUNMAN, and
THE PLOW AND THE STARS.
For those who are interested in history, or in the influence of events
upon a person, the autobiography offers an unusually detailed account of
the Irish Rebellion and its effect on the masses of Dublin. Particularly it
shows the impact of the era on a sensitive, talented youth. Sean O'Casey
tells of the sordid life in the slums of Dublin, and even as he is showing
the squalor in which they live, he brings out the humor, the spirit and love
which the Irish seem to keep with them always. He writes of the exciting
events of the Rebellion, of the aims which are corrupted, of the people who
wanted freedom so desperately. Finally he shows his own disillusionment
and rejection of the leaders:
The cause of the Easter Rising had been
betrayed by the common-place bourgeois class . . .
now decorating themselves with the privileges and powers . . .
In later books, the author tells of his activities during World War II, his
early interest in Communism, and his disgust with it as he gained more
knowledge about its aims.
As a statement of a writer's philosophy, the autobiography is vague
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and often contradictory. The reader who looks for clear-cut statements
and an orderly evolution of a personal philosophy will be disappointed and
probably annoyed. But one who reads these volumes with sympathy will
fmd that he has a better comprehension of Sean O'Casey's feelings about
people, nations, and the function of the creative writer in the world today.
He will come to understand that this is a person who sincerly believes:
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All that man can do is to make what man's life may
be; to make what man's life must be; ... The rest,
if there be a God, must be left in his cool, accommodating hand.
If O'Casey's thoughts and emotions are often cloudy and indefinite, it is

because they honestly represent the philosophy of a man as he matures,
not as he thinks it evolved, or as he would like it to be.
These characteristics of the autobiography are important and are
enough in themselves to make it memorable. But O'Casey offers something
which transcends all else in these volumes, and that is the sheer beauty
of his prose. It is not a studied, formal beauty, but a poetic expression of
things felt and seen. It is not found in every chapter, but in the descriptions of things which mean the most to him. Often it comes when he
writes of his beloved Dublin:

uther Good,
fight ...
>ranced on
10 for
her on his
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The bridges looked like golden pathways,
growing gray dauntlessly, turning from pride
to get gentleness and peace. . .. He felt his
city could catch an hour of loveliness and
hold it tightly to her panting breast.
Stories of his early life and his near blindness, of his mother's unending
fight to preserve his health and uphold his spirit have a moving, sometimes terrible, beauty. Many of these passages are "stream of consciousness", which lead the reader into a near hypnotic state of identification
with the author. One of the most memorable chapters is "The Hawthorne
Tree" which has an almost unbelieveable contrast between the filth of a
Dublin slum and the perfect beauty which can be found there. It is in
writing such as this that Sean O'Casey's true genius can be fully realized.
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In his autobiography, O'Casey has given lasting life to the people he
knew, he has pictured life in Ireland with understanding and emotion,
and he has expressed his thoughts in a rhythmic prose that sometimes is
true poetry. In doing this, he has accomplished something more: - a
notable account of a man with a great intellect and soul rising from the
poverty and hopelessness of a slum to bring beauty and faith to the world
through his works.
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fl.YING STATUS
by Robert Prouty

FAll.
by John J. Carney, Jr.

A thousand flaming hues
Tear at my heart.
Crashing golds explode in scarlet
Soft greens melt away to orange.
The happiness of fall's past is no more ..•
And the sweet sadness of rememberinJ:
Brings again the gentle anguish
For falls to come ...
And the coldness of winter
To follow.
The burning leaves
Hold promise of warmth
For lovers only
And as the purple violet of sunset
Blends the fiery mass,
And quietly snuffs out the blaze ...... .
I huddle beneath my black night cover ... .
of loneliness.
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by Robert Prouty
It was good to fly again, to feel the quick rush of wind, to watch the
multi-colored pattern of fields and lakes and forests slide beneath in an
endless, breath-taking panorama.
Murphy reveled in these pleasures, marveling that flying could be so
enjoyable. Never, in his best moments with jets, had he experienced such
happiness! This was so simplified, so much faster and more quiet, so free
from the demands of the complicated aircraft to which he had been accustomed. No need for shoulder harness or parachute here, no fear of flameout or control failure. This was the greatest!
Flying easily at ten thousand feet, his speed approximately twice that
of sound, Murphy crossed Europe, heading for the Atlantic ... and home!
It would be fine to see the small New England Village again, to fly low
over the rooftops and watch the children at play, to search out the old white
house that was now Mary's home. Of course, at the speed he was required
to maintain over populated areas, he would not be able to recognize Mary
even if she should, by chance, be outside. But to be near her again, to see
the familiar streets once more, these would be much better than the complete isolation he had known for so long.
How long had it been? Surely more than the two years shown on a
calendar! Could two years possibly have passed so slowly? It was difficult to believe that be bad been flying patrols for only two years. The
days without Mary had gone by with agonizing slowness.
Murphy bad always wanted to fly, or so it seemed to him when someone asked why he had become a pilot. He had read hundreds of books on
the subject, bad spent his evenings building airplane models, had counted
the days until he was at last old enough to join the Civil Air Patrol.
Remembering his first flight, thirty minutes in a Piper Cub, he smiled
now. The little trainer had become, in his boyish imagination, a great fourengined airliner, then a sleek, deadly fighter, and finally the "Spirit of
St. Louis" landing in Paris. If the middle-aged pilot could have read the
boy's thoughts that day he might have laughed but, more likely, he would
have smiled in understanding. Fliers share a certain private world of
dreams denied to earthlings.
That flight had served to harden his youthful enthusiasm into an unswerving ambition. When, a few years later, Murphy stood at attention
in the burning Texas sunshine to receive the silver wings that were his assurance of a destiny in the sky, he felt a sense of humble gratitude to his
God for prayers well-answered.
Shortly after the graduation, he and Mary had been married. There
had been time for only a short honeymoon before his squadron had received overseas orders.
Mary had come to New York to say goodbye, looking very small and
very lovely as he kissed her for the last time. Their farewell was now two
years past, two years of loneliness and letters and flying the jets.
Murphy had become older and more withdrawn as the months had
passed. Watching as friends were pulled from wrecked and burning ships,
worrying about Mary and the baby that was not yet born, feeling the
odds mounting against him each time he flew, he had become m,iddle-aged
at twenty-five.
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When his luck had finally deserted him, when he watched helplessly
the ground rushed to meet him, when he felt the first crushing shock of
Impact, he had known a feeling akin to relief. At last the worrying the
loneliness; the nameless fears were gone. At last he was to be free. '
Now high above the Atlantic, Murphy smiled at his earlier fears that
the crash would keep him from flying again. Here he was, flying better and
faster than he ever had in the fighters, flying toward his home.
He would not have the chance this trip to talk to Mary or to hold the
baby he had never seen but, in time, they would be able to join him. Then
they would never be separated again. Waiting would require patience but
he would be able to fly over for a look at the house and town occasionally
and, in the end, all would be right again.
Increasing his ~peed, Murp~y swept on across the Atlantic, drawing
ever closer to Amenca. Truly, this was not as bad as everyone imagined.
It did not matter so much if you had flying status.
~s

SEARCHING
by Marilyn Galkin
The tears of the age have
Set on the already atrabilious spirit.
Will they not cease?
The aching, searching, toiling,
And finally the restful plateaus.
Then attitudes possessed uncoil
And submerge themselves back
Into creation.
Existing molecules arrange
A path for us.
Are we wise enough to detect
These subtleties?
And God said: "You must
Embrace its natural light and
Search beyond."
So we watched by night and by day.
Gradually gaining momentum
Toward a new perspective.

I WALK MY CORRIDOR OF TIME, ALONE
by Kathryn Timperley
I walk my corridor of Time, alone.
Fixed are the walls, long the measureless ways.
My path allotted by power unknown
That draws me through eons of endless days.
No other walks beside me in my space,
Though there are those who also walk their time.
Each soul progresses in his given place,
A barrier stands between his way and mine.
The way is dark, but even as I fall,
Great waves of music sweep me up to stand
In blinding light that breaks the barrier wall,
And you, my love, reach out and take my hand.
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THE NIGHTGOWN
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by Bruce A. Sweet
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He stood on the porch. Already the dusk had begun to feel its way
through the grain fields. He lit his pipe and drew in deeply. The smoke
billowed up and floated away past the house, the bam, and then disappeared just above a sleeping dog under a brown oak tree. He watched the
smoke and thought of the years he and his wife had spent building their
life on the farm. He closed his eyes and listened to the quiet night sounds.
Years ago he and his wife bad met in college. He had come to college
from the West to learn agriculture. She came from a small northwestern
town near the Canadian border where her father was the only doctor. She
planned to follow her father's profession, but as a nurse. They met.
He was a tall hulking boy with large calloused hands. He liked
life. The simple, basic secrets of nature he had learned as a boy on his
father's farm satisfied him, and he smiled, breathed in, and embraced the
world around him. She was a small girl, neat, fair, and bronzed from the
sun. Her blond hair was always brushed back tightly from her forehead
and braided up in the back. To him she looked as if she had just stepped
from her bath, thoroughly brushed, fresh, glistening. With her, everything had its place, and in her eyes be could see that in her tomorrows there
were far better things than were in her todays. These two fell in love.
He loved her for her clean white smiling face, her darting eyes, her
drive. She made him feel as if he were the man he wanted to be. She
loved him, for she listened and heard promise in his musings; and in his
broad, powerful frame, in his chunky hands, there was a tenderness that
made her very glad she was a woman. They married.
After college was over they settled down on a small farm in the central wheat-growing section of the country. They worked hard in the first
year, building, repairing, planting. There was little time to watch the wheat
as it grew. And it did grow.
On the first anniversary of their marriage he presented her with a negligee and gown which he had bought for her in the city north of the farm.
She took it up in her arms and held it over her apron. She knew be could
not afford such a gift. She also knew that the negligee was as beautiful as
the overtones of the violins at her first formal dance. He shyly looked at
her and asked if she liked the 'nightgown'. At that word she ran from the
center of the room and pressed herself to him until there was. no room,
only faint overtones.
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At dinner that ~vening she told him that she was going to save the
~ghtgown and wear 1t when so~ething more significant happened in their
~ves; whe_n the mortgage was p~1d ~nd the house belonged to them, or the
fifth year harvest, or when therr first born would come; something that
would make them feel more secure. He thouaht to ask her a question but
when ~e looked into her shining face, he kn;w she would not understand.
He sm1led.
He watched his two-hundred acres prosper. The wheat grew taller
the grain richer. The farm went from two-hundred to one thousand acre~
in five years. On a day when the wheat sang and swayed in the wind she
gave him a son; a red-haired, big-boned baby boy. In the evening' that
she came home from the hospital she thought of wearing the nightgown.
When the baby had gone to sleep and while he was still outside putting
the stock down for the night, she went upstairs to the bedroom. After she
undressed, she held the nightgown up to her bodv and looked at herself in
the mirror. The nightgown glowed. Under it- she could see her body
changed. She put the nightgown back into the bureau. There would b~
a time.
. The wind blew the chaff far down beyond the open fallow land. The
rams s?aked. th_e chaff, the sun dried it, and the young birds came and picked at 1t untll 1t was gone. Away from the fields went the railroad cars
carrying the grain. The train moved through the outskirts of the town.
It passed a white house with a green shingle that said "M.D." on it. His
daughter lived there with her husband. Then the train swung due north
and moved across Main Street by the church where he knew his wife would
be working on the bazaar. The city was the next stop. Somewhere there
was his son in a law office, sitting in a leather chair talking on the telephone.
And in the evenings there were his corduroy jackets with the patches
at the elbows, and his pipe; cream sherry and perhaps a book. Later her
soft grey hair on his chest as they spoke silently into the fire.
On their thirtieth wedding anniversary the front room was redone in
shades of blue and green, accenting the white paneled walls. They gave
a J?arty there that the workers still talk about at the store on rainy days.
Fnends from the town and workers on the farm came in their best to congratulate the couple.
That night he sat on the edge of the bed looking out of the window at
the farm stretching toward the hills. She came into the room. He turned
to her and noticed that she was not yet ready for bed. She stood there for
a moment watching him, and then went to the bureau. She opened the
second drawer.
She must have been there a long time. He woke with a start and saw
that she was still standing in front of the bureau. She was crying.
In the fall of the year there was a fire on the farm. The flames
turned the southwest quarter into red-gold, and in the molten blaze three of
the houses of the workers were lost. 'They set up temporary sleeping arrangements for the workers and their families in the house. She hurried
from the front room to the kitchen and back again caring for those hurt
in the fire. Dust collected from muddy boots and clothes; the front room
turned a dull brown. From the south fields to the west a gray-black gaping eye was left to look toward the hills without a tear.
.
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Since the fire had been covered by insurance, their loss was measured
in time. But something else was lost, something unknown to him at first.
During the fire his wife had breathed in some smoke with burning cinders
in it. Part of one of her lungs had been burned. This made her breathing
difficult, as well as exposed the bare tissue to disease.
Her lungs were treated at the hospital and in a short time she returned
home. Her breathing was restored to normal. She laughed at his grave
expression, and said she just had to be more careful.
And then, one morning, she did not wake up. She continued to sleep
while he washed and dressed. He returned to the bedroom after shaving
and saw that she had not stirred. There was no heart beat, no breath.
She was dead.
He quickly, carefully took her up in his arms, put his mouth to hers,
and breathed in and out. He held her closely and looked at her. She
continued to sleep. He lowered her to the bed and knelt there for a long
time with his mouth on her hand.
There was a quiet funeral on Friday morning. He came to the house
late that afternoon, his body bent from the sadness, from the emptiness that
was his loss. She would not be there anymore. He went upstairs to the
bedroom where he had found her; where they had spent all those years,
had loved and rested, intimately, alone. As he stood there looking at the
bed he thought of the nightgown.
·
It was there in the center of the second drawer of the bureau wrapped
in soft white tissue paper. Its smooth fabric, its delicate collar and trim,
the gently falling bodice; all these were there, virginia!, unworn. He looked at the glow and color of the fabric, at the majestic line. He remembered
that day he had given it to her for their first wedding anniversary. She and
the years had gone.
The afternoon grew into evening. He carefully folded the nightgown
in the tissue paper and returned it to the drawer. He shut the drawer and
walked out of the room and downstairs out onto the porch.
The wind had a crispness to it, and the air the slight scent of aging
leaves on the ground. As he looked over the golden waves from his front
porch he could see that another fruitful crop was ready for harvesting.
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HOW BA!BA GOT THE ONE MILE BOOTS
I

retold by Mary Pavlik

Once upon a time there was a man named Feodor who lived very
happily with his wife Ilona. They never quarreled or spoke harshly to each
other.
Now a devil came and lived in their chimney for a year, and tried
during that time to cause some trouble or disagreement between them, but
was unsuccessful. One day a neighboring old busybody, whom everyone
called Baba (which means Grandmother in Russian), saw the devil exasperatedly walking away.
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"Where are you coming from so black and so withered?" asked
Baba.
"I have sat in your neighbors' chimney for a vear trying to get them
t<? fight or quarrel, and when I worked the hardest, they would be all the
mcer to each other. Small wonder I am so withered" answered the
devil in disgust.
'
Baba ~aid t~ him, "What will you give me if I can get them angry
enough to fxght wxth each other before the day is over?"
"I will give you a pair of boots which \Vith every step you walk will
take you o~e mil~", he replied; whereup<;m, they made a pact.
'
Baba tmmedtately went out to the fteld where Feodor was hoeing the
garden ~nd. said to him, "Feodor, my good friend, I have bad news for you.
Your wife mtends to cut your throat. I know, for I heard her talking to
herself."
Feodor grew very angry and chased her away saying, "Go away!
You wicked old busybody! You are lying, for I know that Ilona loves me
·dearly."
Baba then hurried over to the house where Ilona was happily singing
as she swept the floor and said, "Your husband loves you very much but
I know how you can make him love you even more."
'
"How?" Tiona eagerly wanted to know.
"He would love you more if you would cut off his beard while he is
asleep. I know, for he told me so", Baba replied.
That evening Feodor came in for supper, and after supper, while
Dona was washing the dishes, he lay down near the fire, and pretended to
be asleep. The words of the old Baba troubled him, and he watched Ilona
through his half-closed eyes. When Ilona thought that Feodor was asleep,
she took a knife and started toward him, intending to cut off his beard.
Feodor, seeing Tiona coming toward him with a knife in her hand
thought, "Baba was right. Dona intends to cut my throat." He suddenly
leaped up, and hit Ilona so hard that she fell dead at his feet.
The devil came to Baba that night, and handed the boots to her on a
long pole saying, "You won the boots, but I do not want to come near
you, for you are a thousand times more evil than I."

"THERE IS NO GOD", THE ATHEISTS BOLDLY CLAIM
by Michael Joseph, Jr.

"There is no God", the atheists boldly claim.
"Show me, prove it", is their disheartening cry.
And what is there for me to feel but shame,
For how can faith be measured by the eye?
Shame which stems from my inability
To explain how He was born to earth to save
The souls of men who in their cruelty
Blasphemed and took the life He freely gave.
"That story is for fools", our friend replies
"Look about you just a glance will tell
Of bloodshed, anguish and a realm of lies.
If this is His I hate to think of hell!"
How strange that man mistakes the work of man
And attributes all to the Creator's Hand.
'
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THE DAY GRANDFATHER WENT TO SCHOOL
retold by Mary Pavlik
An old grandfather decided that he wanted to go to school, so one
morning he got dressed and went to school.
When he got there, the teacher said to him, "You're too late, Grandfather", and sent him home.
The next morning grandfather got up at five and went to school, but
when he got there the teacher said, "Too late, Grandfather, too late."
·
The third morning he got up while it was still dark, and thought that
this time he could not possibly be too late as no one was up yet. It had
rained the night before, and the roads were very muddy. As he went sloshing through the mud he stumbled upon a bundle and picked it up. He opened it, and saw that it contained wads of money. He quickly
rewrapped the money, and putting the bundle under his arm, he continued
on his way to school.
When he got there the teacher said, "Too late, Grandfather, you're
too old to go to school now."
This made the grandfather very sad, but he was cheered when he
thought of all the things he could do with the bundle of money under his
arm. When he got home, he wanted to show his wife the money, but he
knew if he showed her the money she would tell all the neighbors. Word
would then get to the magistrates who would take it away from him.
Taking the bundle of money, grandfather went fishing and caught
many fish which he hung on the trees nearby. He then hid the money in a
tree and went home.
He called his wife and said, "Let us go fishing. I know where we 'can
get a lot of fish."
He took her to the place where he had hung all the fish, and began
to pick the fish off the branches.
His wife became very excited and exclaimed, "I have never seen fish
on trees before."
Grandfather told her, "It rained last night, that is how the fish got on
the branches."
She quickly started picking the fish and said, "Let us hurry for I
want to go home and tell everyone about this."
Grandfather went to the tree and took the bundle of money which he
showed to his wife. This astonished her even more, and she couldn't wait
to get home and tell the neighbors everything.
When they got home, the wife immediately went and told everyone
about finding the money, and as grandfather feared, word got to the mag..
istrate who came to his house and said, "Where did you find the money?"
He answered, "I found the money when I was going to school."
The magistrate waved his hand and said, "I'm not questioning you
about something that happened years ago, where did you find the money
recently?"
Grandfather answered, "I told you, I found the money as I was going
to school."
In exasperation, the magistrate turned to the wife and said, "When
did your husband find the money?"
"He found the money the day we caught the fishes on the tree", she
answered.
"They are both crazy!" muttered the magistrate, walking away in disgust.
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THE HAND OF GOD

by John J. Carney, Jr.

(

The hand of God
Created a machine.
He called it man.
It embodied precision
And was capable of perfection.
Its product was contentment.
It formed ultimate right
And spiritual truth . . .
From the power of reason.
Only one hazard existed.
It was fuel by simple love . . .
Which is mortal.
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